ABSTRACT In this paper, a novel method is being proposed to construct a substitution box or Boolean function for block ciphers using Gaussian distribution and linear fractional transform. The substitution box is constructed by employing a linear fractional transform based on Box-Muller transform, polarization decision, and central limit algorithm. The cryptographic strength of the proposed S-boxes is evaluated with standardized tests such as linear approximation probability, unified averaged changed intensity, bit independent criterion, histogram analysis, nonlinearity score, strict avalanche criterion, and differential approximation probability. The results show that the proposed substitution box achieves better cryptographic strength as compared with the state-of-the-art techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
Substitution box is a nonlinear primitive of block cipher which is basically a set of permutations mapping of m-bits inputs to n-bits output. The n-bits output can be viewed as a boolean function such as F :F n 2 −→F m 2 F : F n 2 −→ F m 2 [1] , [2] . Generally, s-box is used to hide the relationship between the key and cipher-text and usually it is a single nonlinear transformation component which performs confusion of bits as described in literature [2] , [3] , [41] . There are two adopted structures for the block cipher, substitution permutation networks (SPN) and feistel kind of networks [1] . The SPN structure is widely used in advanced encryption standard (AES) which employs bijective S-boxes in order to make the encryption algorithm invertible. The feistel network is used in data encryption standard (DES) which is not restricted to bijective S-boxes and can use non-bijective mapping as well. For block ciphers such as AES and DES, liner and differential attacks are considered as powerful attacks. These attacks can only be resisted if S-box attains properties such a high non-linearity and low differential uniformity. Generally, for the evaluation of the encryption system, the two basic design criteria suggested by Ratiner et al. are diffusion and confusion [2] . In the diffusion method, if we change a single bit of plain text, then numerous bits of encrypted bits should be changed whereas in confusion method each bit of the encrypted text depends on numerous bits of the key [4] .
The most basic AES based S-box properties are defined in literature [3] , [5] :
• Nonlinearity: No substitution box is linear affine method of its input.
• Every row is permutation: Frequency of zeros and ones must be same.
• Avalanche property: At least 2 bits of the output must be changed, if single bit of input is changed.
• If one input bit is fixed, S-box minimizes the difference of zeros and ones on the output.
Maximum achievable high nonlinearity score for even n-bits based substitution boxes are called vectorial bent functions and can only exist for m ≤ n 2 [1] . The output distributions of all derivatives of the vectorial bent functions are uniform but it is not the balanced S-box [3] . Maximum, high non-linearity score is 116 till now. The efficiency of the block cipher symmetric encryption schemes is totally depend upon the designing method of the S-boxes. General methods for the construction of S-boxes are based on chaotic maps, power polynomial, DNA sequences, TDERC sequences, galois field, machine learning, inversion mapping and pseudorandom number generator [6] , [9] . Over the past decade, researchers have shown great interest in studying the behavior of chaotic system for S-boxes construction and in existing literature indicates chaotic maps have been extensively used. These systems exhibits many favorable characteristics for encryption such as continuous broad-band power spectrum, strong randomness, state periodicity, non-convergence and extreme sensitivity to initial conditions. Cryptographic strength of the chaotic cipher depends upon the chaotic system and encryption scheme. Chaotic systems are divided into two classes; one dimensional and multi-dimensional. Depending upon the number of dependent or independent parameters each type of the chaotic classes has its own demerits. In literature [10] , the most used chaotic maps for S-boxes design are Ginger bread man, Henon, Lorenz, Logistic, and Chen maps. Many researchers have also pointed weakness in behavior of chaotic systems like non uniform distribution of data, discontinuity in chaotic sequences, short quantity of randomness, finite precision effect, and computational complexity [10] , [30] , [37] , [55] , [56] . Gaussian distribution is also available to generate pseudo random numbers [11] , [14] . Gaussian distribution base random number generators can generate random numbers of sufficient quality to meet the demands of a particular simulation environment [11] . There are four categories of Gaussian random number generators such as cumulative density function (CDF), inversion transformation, rejection and recursive methods. CDF methods simply invert the CDF to produce random numbers from the given distribution. Transformation methods transform the uniform numbers into a Gaussian distribution. Rejection is similar to transformation but have an additional step of conditionally rejecting some of the transformed values. Recursive methods utilize linear combination of previously generated Gaussian numbers to produce new random numbers [11] . Mostly used Gaussian distribution algorithms for random number generation are; Box-Muller transform, polarization decision and central limit [11] , [13] . Assessment of chaotic and gaussian base random numbers are shown in Table 1 . For comparison, we selected mostly used chaotic maps and gaussian distribution base random number generation techniques to evaluate the quality of pseudo randomness using NIST randomness suit.
We can see that Gaussian distribution based pseudo random numbers show better results as compared to chaos based pseudo random numbers. Although chaos provides efficient cryptographic properties but still need further improvements because cryptanalysis techniques are improving day by day. To cope the pace of cryptanalysis advancement, recently published studies used hybrid chaotic S-box construction approaches. Because single chaotic map based techniques have failed to achieve higher standards. So, for the proposed design we selected Box-Muller transform, Polarization decision, and Central limit algorithms of Gaussian distribution instead of chaotic maps [15] , [16] . The mathematical description of each method is given below:
The Box-Muller transform method is the exact transformation method which generates pair of random numbers from two uniform numbers [13] , [15] , [16] . It is based on the property of a two-dimensional Cartesian system in which X and Y coordinates are described by two independent and normally distributed random variables such as
(1)
The generated pair random numbers r and θ from these two X, Y coordinates are independent and described as
R obeys the Rayleigh distribution and obeys the uniform distribution, so their joint probability density is f R (r, θ) = f R (r) × f (θ ) which is also statistically independent. So the corresponding distribution for R and can be described as
Both F R (r) and F (θ) are in closed form and hence Gaussian random variables can be generated by the inverse transformation method.
The polarization decision is another precise approach to obtain the two-dimensional Gaussian distribution. It is related to Box-Muller transform method but is superior to it. It considers pair of random number having same property as required in Box-Muller method and then the probability density function is given as
Thus the square of F transformed to polar coordinates, is defined by equation 8.
This is similar to Box-Muller transform method, the transformation to polar coordinates makes the θ uniformly distributed from 0 to 2π . The normalized distribution function of radial distance r is:
Here, a uniform random number U is also used having values in the interval of [0, 1] . A new point is generated by multiplying that point by radial distance r : (rcos (2π U), rsin (2πU)) and their inverse transformation gives the two standard normal variables. Central limit is the efficient method for generating Gaussian random numbers, since it simply samples sufficient amount of identical and independent uniform distributions. The arithmetic means of their distribution will have normal distribution. More formally it can be described by assuming ''n'' number of independent and identically distributed uniform numbers U i ∼ U (0, 1) then sum of U i is described as
The cumulative distribution function of S can be approximated as:
The mean µ and variance σ are given by 1 2 and 1 12 respectively, where represents the cumulative distribution function of Gaussian distribution. If choose variable z such as
The distribution function of z is Gaussian distribution:
After normalization, a standard Gaussian distribution is obtained.
In this paper we use the Gaussian distribution methods to generate random numbers and then use these numbers in our design. Rest of the paper is organized as follows; section II present our contribution, section III describes proposed methodology, section IV, explain the results and evaluation of proposed method and section V gives the conclusion.
II. CONTRIBUTION
In this paper, our major contributions are:
a-New method is proposed for the construction of S-box design using Gaussian distribution. b-The results show that generated S-box resistivity against attacks in terms of maximum non-linearity is similar to Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) substitution box. c-The substitution box based encryption technique passes all cryptanalysis tests, substitution box security evaluation criteria, differential analysis tests and histogram analysis.
III. PROPOSED DESIGN METHODLOGY
We proposed a novel design methodology to construct substitution box using linear fractional transformation that is
where a ∈ Box-Muller transform, b ∈ polarization decision algorithm, c ∈ central limit algorithm. In addition, the conditions of cz = −d and ad -bc =0 are avoided. Proposed design steps are given below:
Step 1: For variable ''a'', ''b'', ''c'': generate sequence from three Gaussian distribution algorithms (Box-Muller transform, polarization decision algorithm, and central limit algorithm). Figure-1a is the proposed design to generate a, b and c.
Step 2: Remove floating points from these sequences and get three sequences of random numbers.
Step 3: Convert these three sequences of random numbers into their respective binary representation.
Step 4: Select LSB from each binary sequence and generate parity bits stream.
Step 5: Combine 8 parity bits and convert it into their respective decimal numbers.
Step 6: For variable ''d'': (a) perform the bitwise XOR on parity bits generated from Box-Muller transform method and (b) polarization decision method.
Step 7: Convert the resultant sequence into their respective binary representation.
Step 8: Combine 8 bits and convert it into their respective decimal numbers.
Step 9: For variable ''z'': (c) perform the bitwise XOR on parity bits generated from central limit method and sequences generated for ''d'' in step 8. Figure-1b is the proposed design to generate d and z.
Step 10: Convert the resultant sequence into their respective binary.
Step 11: Combine 8 parity bits and convert it into their respective decimal numbers.
Step 12: Perform linear fractional transformation which is defined in equation (14). The numbers obtained as a result of f (z) are chunk by chunk asses with random sizes and then transformed in substitution box which is shown in Table 2 .
A. RESULTS AND EVALUATION
This section is about results analysis and evaluation of proposed S-box via different evaluation criteria such as, s-box security evaluation criteria, cryptography analysis, differential analysis and histogram analysis. Our results show that proposed method achieves 112 maximum non-linearity which is similar to ASE algorithm. Similarly, other statistical analysis also proved that our encryption scheme, based on proposed S-box has also high resistivity against attacks. The analysis of S-box is described in following steps:
B. S-BOXES SECURITY EVALUATION CRITERIA 1) NON-LINEARITY
The distance between the function and the set of all affine functions is called nonlinearity. It can be represented as the number of bits that must be changed in the truth table of a Boolean to achieve the closest affine function [18] . The ability of the cryptographic function resistance against the linear attacks can be denoted by its non-linearity score [17] . So, larger value of that property is required. The proposed substitution box maximum, minimum and average scores are 112,110,111, respectively. We can see that our maximum achieved non-linearly score is greater and equal to 30 recently published research papers as shown in Table 3 .
2) BIT INDEPENDENT CRITERION (BIC)
Another standard for evaluation of S-box is output bits independence criterion which is a desirable property for every cryptography system. BIC property can be explained as all the avalanche variables should be pair-wise independent for BIC property close to the best possible value. Here minimum BIC score is 108.
3) STRICT AVALANCHE CRITERIA (SAC)
The confusion ability of the S-box is analyzed on the basis of SAC results. The SAC results of S-box will be satisfied if one bit change in the input results in a change in half of the output bits. Formally it can be defined as function f :
is balanced for all α whose weights are 1. The SAC result of the proposed S-box is given in table 6. Basically, SAC depicts information that once a single unit of eight length byte of plaintext converted from 0 to 1, the altering likelihood of each binary unit in the output is 0.5. The proposed S-box achieves minimum, maximum and average values for SAC i.e. 0.437500, 0.562500, and 0.503662 respectively, and variance is 0.032075.
C. DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS
Differential attack is a plaintext chosen attack in which attacker analyzes the results that come back to the known cipher text. Number of changing pixel rate (NPCR) and the Unified averaged changed intensity (UACI) are the two most common evaluation indicators which have ability to test resistance against differential attack. These tests are discussed as follows:
1) NPCR ANALYSIS
Number of changing pixel rates represented as: 
2) UACI ANALYSIS
Unified Averaged Changed Intensity is represented as: Table 7 and table 8 shows the comparative analysis of proposed method with ASE.
D. CRYPTANALYSIS 1) LINEAR APPROXIMATION PROBABILITY (LP)
The LP is the maximum value of the imbalance of an event.
The parity of the input bits selected by the mask x is equal to the parity of the output bits selected by the mask y. The smaller the LP, the stronger the ability of the S-box resistance against linear cryptanalysis attacks. For LP calculation, we used the following definition as given in [17] and [18] 
x and y are the input and output mask respectively, where X is the set of all possible inputs; and 2 n is the number of its elements. The maximum value of the LP for our proposed S-box is 0.078125.
2) DIFFERENTIAL APPROXIMATION PROBABILITY (DP)
In order to resist the differential type of cryptanalysis attacks, the S-box should have differential uniformity. The smaller the DP, the stronger is the ability of the S-box, resisting against differential cryptanalysis attacks. DP can be a sign of the XOR sharing of the initial seed and output of the Boolean function. In DP, the input differential x i should uniquely map to an output differential y i , therefore ensuring a uniform mapping probability for each i. For DP calculation, we used the following definition of DP as given in [17] and [18] and the DP result of our proposed S-box is shown in table 9 . 
E. HISTOGRAM ANALYSIS
Performance evaluation of encrypted image using histogram analysis is an important parameter. Efficient image encryption algorithm encrypts the plain image into image that contains random pixels. Histogram analysis illustrates how pixels are distributed after encryption process. Plain image of Lena is shown in figure 2a and histogram of Lena image in shown in figure 2c. VOLUME 7, 2019 Encrypted Lena image from our proposed s-box is show in figure 2b . Figure 2b is totally distorted and gives no clue of original image. Our results are further confirmed in figure 2d, in which uniform distributed histogram of cipher image is shown.
For further analysis, we also test our proposed method on gray image as shown in figure 3a, having 125 gray values, and its histogram is shown in figure 3c . Encrypted gray image from our proposed S-box is shown in figure 3b . In 3b we can see that pixels of encrypted image are entirely random. Also histogram of encrypted gray image is again uniformly distributed.
IV. CONCLUSION
Random numbers are the important part of encryption methods. Recently authors used chaos theory and Gaussian distribution methods to generate random numbers. These random numbers can be used to construct S-boxes. To select the most appropriate random number generator for S-box, we compare the quality of the random numbers generated by these two approaches using NIST randomness tests. After comparison, we selected Gaussian distribution methods. Chaos based S-box provides efficient cryptographic properties but still need further improvements because cryptanalysis techniques are improving day by day. To cope with the pace of cryptanalysis advancement, different studies now use hybrid chaotic based S-box construction approaches, because single chaotic based techniques sometime fail to achieve randomness standards. In this paper, we used Gaussian distribution methods and their pseudorandom numbers to construct the S-box. Our analysis proves that constructed S-box pose good cryptographic properties. Proposed methodology can generate N size of S-boxes or boolean functions with random quality. In future, we will also utilize proposed methodology to generate diffusion.
